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. SUMMARY-

Inspection on November 14 - 17, 1983

Areas Inspected

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 26 inspector-hours on site in the
arcas of safety-related, seismically analyzed, pipe support, baseplates using
concrete-expansion anchors (IEB 79-02) and seismic analysis for as-built safety-

' related piping systems (IEB 79-14).

Results

Of _ the two areas inspected, no' violations or deviations were identified in one
area; two apparent violations were found in one area. "One violation was an

- additional example of a violation cited in report 50-413/83-40, the other-

- involved storage of mechanical snubbers (paragraph 5)."
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. C. Rogers, Project Manager
*G. W. Grier, Corporate QA Manager
*C. Ray, Jr., Principal Mechanical / Nuclear Engineer
*S. Dressler, Engineering Manager
*B. Bright, Assistant Construction Engineer
*R. Morgan, Senior QA Engineer
*T. Barron, QA Engineer

NRC Resident Inspectors

P. K. VanDoorn
P. Skinner

* Attended exit interview
-

2. Exit Interview -

m

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on November:17, 1983, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The licensee was informed of
the inspection findings ., listed below. The licensee acknowledged the
inspection findings. ,

(0 pen) Violation 413/83 6-01 Inadequate Storage of Mechanical Snubbers.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item 413/83-46-02, Piping Wa'lkdown nspection Boundaries.

(0 pen) Inspector Followup Item 413/83-46-03, IEB 79-02,-79-14 Inspection
Records.

,

(0 pen) Violation 413/83 40-01, One Additional Example of Failure to Follow
Har.ger Inspection Erodedure.

n ._

3. Licensee Action mn Previous Enforcement Matters
' ' 'Not inspected.

,
A,-

,

4. Unresolved Items .

Unresolved. itdn)s are ratters about which more information is required to
determine she:hbr they are iccsprable'or,may involve violations or devia-
tions. Nei.dnresoIVed items idA9tified duririg this' inspection are discussed
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5. Pipe Support Baseplates Using Concrete Expansion Anchors (IEB-79-02) and
SeismicAnalysisforAs-BuiltSafety-RelatedPipingSystems(IEB79-14)

.

On January 7,1980, the licensee submitted its response to .IEB 79-02. On
October 30, 1979, the licensee submitted its response to IE 79-14. An
inspection was conducted to verify the licensee's compliance with IEB 79-02
and IEB 79-14 requirements and the related licensee commitments.

The following procedures containing the licensees implementing construction
and in:pection requirements were reviewed:

,

QA Procedure (QAP) M-8, Revision 13, Piping System Installation
Inspection

QAP M-51, Revision 11, Component Supperts

QAP M-51E Supplementary Support Inspection Instructions - CN-1, CN-2,
CN-3 and CNB-4

Construction Procedure (CP) - 115, Revision 21, Installation of
Concrete Expansion Anchors

CP-371, Revision 12, Protection and Preservation of Installed Equipment

QAP M-52, Revision 7, Concrete Expansion Anchor Installation Inspection

Piping, pipe supports / restraints and concrete expansion anchors shown on the
following drawings were randomly selected and inspected for compliance with
the licensec's_. commitments and requirements.

CN-1492-NV232A, Revision 2, Auxiliary Building, Chemical and Volume
Control (VN) System Piping

CN-1492-ND31, Revision 7, Auxiliary Building, Residual Heat Removal
,(ND) System Piping

'

1-A-NV-8304, Revision 1, NV System Restraint

1-A-NV-8307, Revision 1, NV System Restraint

1-A-ND-0123, Revision 3, ND System Support

1-R-ND-0125, Revision 2, ND System Support

1-R-ND-0126, Revision 3, ND System Support

1-R-ND-0186, Revision 5, ND System Restraint

1-R-ND-0187, Revision 5, ND System Restraint
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Inspection records for the above piping, supports / restraints and concrete
expansion anchors were reviewed.

During the NRC inspection on November 16, 1968, pipe support 1-R-ND-0126
which had been " final-inspected" by QA was found to be installed contrary to
Rev. 3 of Support Drawing 1-R-ND-0126. The pipe support drawing requires
the support baseplate and rigid strut attachment to be installed squarely
with the east axis. The inspection report stated that the " entire support
is rotated with orientation looking north east." This discrepancy was
evaluated and accepted by design engineering. The support baseplate and
rigid strut attachment was actually rotated approximately 17 off the
drawing requirements. No record of this as-built condition was available. .

This appears to be a violation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix "B" Criterion V and was
identified as another example for violation 413/83-40-01, Failure to Follow
Pipe Support Inspection Procedures. Violation 413/83-40-01 was identified
on November 4, 1983, and the licensee was still in the process of evaluating
the condition and determining appropriate corrective action.

During the inspection, on November 15 and 16, 1983, the NRC inspector noted
three areas in the auxiliary building where safety-related mechanical
snubbers were being stored on pallets prior to installation. The snubbers
appeared to have stayed in the same location both days. No controls
appeared to exist fer this in-process storage areas. Heavy structural
material appeared to be stored all around and in two examples on top of the
safety-related mechanical inubbers. No precautions appeared to have been
taken to preclude damage to the mechanical snubbers. The NRC inspector
acknowledged that these snubbers will be inspected and tested upon install-
ation. However, the storage of safety-related mechanical snubbers in the
manner described above made them highly susceptible to damage and increased
the potential for undetected discrepancies. A review of CP 371 indicated
that it did not adequate;y provide requirements to preclude damage. This
was identified as a violation of ANSI N 45.2.2 and 10 CFR 50 Appendix "B"
Criterion V - Inadequate Storage Requirements for Mechanical Snubbers After
Release to Construction, Violation 413/b3-46-01.

During the NRC inspection, on November 15, 1983, non-safety-related CVCS
piping shown on drawing CN-1492-NV232A was noted to be bent in two loca-
tions. The licensee stated that non-safety-related piping included in a
safety-related piping analysis are not QA/QC inspected. However, pipe
supports on the non-safety portion are QA/QC inspected. The licensee was
informed that the boundaries for the IEB 79-14 QA/QC inspection should be
the same as the piping analysis boundaries. However, the licensee indicated
that failure of the non-safety piping would have no effect on the analysis
of the safety piping. Pending further NRC review and inspection, this was
identified as unresolved item 413/83-46-02, IEB 79-14 inspection boundaries.

The review of IEB 79-02 and 79-14 inspection records resulted in the
following observations which were identified as inspector followup item
413/83-46-03, IEB 79-02, 79-14 records.
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(a) Although CP-115 requires inspection of all concrete expansion anchors
for numerous inspections attributes, only one inspection sign off or
check-off is provided for all concrete expansion anchors and all
inspection attributes for the concrete expansion anchors on each pipe
support / restraint. Although the inspector identified no concrete
expansion anchor discrepancies, the records should more thoroughly
provide for all attributes for all concrete expansion anchors.

(b) QAP M51 requires numerous inspection attributes and pipe support /
restraint details, the inspection record does not provide a sign-off or
check-off for all pipe support / restraint details. It was noted that
violation 413/83-40-01 may have been caused by a lack of attention to
detail.

(c) Piping walkdown inspections are documented by one sign-off per drawing.
QA/QC actually marks up the drawing and signs on the back of the
drawing; but thest drawings are not included in the QA record for the
inspections.

Other than violation 4'3/83-40-01 and violation 413/83-46-01, no other
violations or deviations were identified.

6. Licensee Identified Items

a. (0 pen) Item 413/82-04 and 414/82-04, Fabrication and Erection of
Hangers (13 CFR 50.55(e)). The final report was submitted on March 5,
1982. The report has been reviewed. The inspector held discussions
with responsible licensee representatives, reviewed supporting
documentation, and observed representative samples of work to verify
that the corrective actions identified in report have been completed.
The licensee committed to physical inspection of supports which had a
potential for violation of the criteria. However on May 19, 1983, four
of these supports were authorized by design engineering to be exempted
from inspection due to inaccessibility and based on engineering
evaluation. Discussion with the licensee indicated that the supports
were still required by the piping analysis. Pending completion by the
licenn e of its committed corrective act hn., this item was left open.

b. (0 pen) Item 413/82-23, and 414/82-23 Sika Tcp Grout (10 CFR 50.55(e)).
The final report was submitted on May 6,1983. The report has been
reviewed. The inspector held discussions with responsible licensee
representatives. The identified bad grout was attributed to failure to
follow tne mix requirement. However, the report further stated that
tests performed showed that improperly mixed grout would have resulted
in acceptable conditions. The licensee was, therefore, requested to
determine the cause of the problem and to provide for it accordingly.
The report further stated that pull testing of concrete upansion
anchors to 125% of its design load showed that adjacent impropUly
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mixed grouted areas were acceptable. The licensee was informed that j
this would. not meet IEB 79-02 requirements in that a safety factor of
four was required. This could be verified by inspection for correct
installation including the presence of sound anchoring material capable
of providing the four safety-factor. Pending licensee completion of
the above items, this report was left open.
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